




Centrifugal Fans

Multi-purpose industrial fans designed and 

made in Italy. Best materials, advanced 

technology and top level performance for 

critical applications too. With high efficiency.

Axial Flow Fans

Axial Flow Fans for industrial applications 

and more. Ducted, simple, heavy duty. 

New, improved, airfoil blades impellers 

designs for enhanced performance.

WEG Motors Official Distributor

We power our fans and blowers with WEG elec-

tric motors. We provide worldwide customers 

with top quality standard, explosion-proof, 

medium and high voltage electric motors.



High-Grade Industrial Fans and WEG Official Distributor
Since 1946. With Advanced Technology, Experience and Quality of our Work



       BRAND REPUTATION

Word of mouth is our best publicity. Leading 

companies work with Us. Therefore, our Cu-

stomers are not simply satisfied: they are wil-

ling to share such an experience.

      QUALITY SYSTEM

Our Quality System, concerning sales and pro-

duction, guarantees ‘top quality goods and ex-

cellent customer care’, in compliance with the 

standard ISO 9001, certified by DNV.

PASSION

Passion is an important component of the value 

behind our products, it shapes our work day by 

day. Unequalled quality and service to offer the 

customer something unique, unmatched.

Since 1946, Florence, Tuscany, Italy

We have existed since 1946 and a future-oriented vision is as important as carrying on our traditions, so we pay at-

tention to maximizing the value of our products through advanced technology, experience and quality of our work.

Over the years, company enthusiasm, insight and innovation led to the achievement of important business go-

als and to the highest quality standards, becoming the supplier of market leaders in various industrial sectors.

Our Headquarters are in Florence, Tuscany, Italy. 0ur excellent location, combined with our integrated organiza-

tion, guarantees availability and fast lead and delivery times for the end product worldwide.

We provide our Customers with reliable and high-grade products and solutions, offering an outstanding 

service through a responsive customer relationship.



Low Pressure Fans Medium Pressure Fans High Pressure Fans

Industrial Fans & Blowers, Designed and Manufactured in Italy
Powered by Genuine Top Quality WEG Motors and Drives



Centrifugal Fans
Our standard centrifugal multi-purpose Y line is an historical reference in the industrial fans and 

blowers market. The most appreciated one, a benchmark for reliability and long life.

Advanced design impellers with backward or forward curved blades ensure top performance and 

high efficiency for a wide range of applications.

Stiavelli Irio srl centrifugal, radial flow fans and blowers are manufactured in compliance with 

the latest standards and regulations to offer high quality, efficiency and safety.

Every fan may be supplied in the most spread configurations and it is available in all drive arran-

gements too.

MARKING

Our industrial fans are compliant with directi-

ve 2006/42/CE and 2009/125/CE. Declaration 

of Conformity underlines our compliance with 

UNI EN ISO standards.

ERP 2015 READY

Compliance with Directive 2009/125/EC for the 

setting of Ecodesign Requirements for Energy 

Related Products. Efficiency data always avai-

lable on documents.

EXPLOSION-PROOF

Our Industrial Fans may be supplied in com-

pliance with ATEX Directive 94/9/CE. TÜV Sud 

Data Notified for Hazardous Area. Ask for 

more info on Explosion-Proof fans.



Medium Pressure Centrifugal Fans
Advanced multi-purpose, open/closed impellers, to move exhaust air, gas or dusty fluids.

YVM/N
V (m³/h) = = 330÷220.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 35÷540

YVV/N
V (m³/h) = 350÷8.400
Pt (kg/m²) = 35÷750

YVQ/N
V (m³/h) = = 670÷255.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 72÷900

YTB/P
V (m³/h) = 420÷22.800
Pt (kg/m²) = 190÷1310

YVA/N
V (m³/h) = = 1200÷228.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 95÷1.100

YTI/P
V (m³/h) = = 2.700÷18.900
Pt (kg/m²) = 140÷320

YTM/P
V (m³/h) = = 480÷7.500
Pt (kg/m²) = 70÷370

YTK/R
V (m³/h) = 900÷130.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 100÷540

Low Pressure Centrifugal Fans
A smooth and continuous low pressure air flow, excellent to move high air volume too, for many applications.

YBT
V  (m³/h) = 1920÷4.800
Pt (kg/m²) = 26÷50

YVP/P
V (m³/h) = 180÷ 96.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 13÷240

YVR/N
V (m³/h) = 180÷362.000 
Pt (kg/m²) = 13÷450

TMD-TDA
V (m³/h) = 200÷60.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 10÷110



High Pressure Centrifugal Fans
The highest air pressure levels for processes, machinery, pneumatic conveying and more. Double stage too.

Accessories, Components and Spare Parts
A complete set of original accessories can perfectly fit our fans. Flow regulators devices, duct joints and more. 

        LIFE TIME SUPPORT

Our historical database allows us to offer a vir-

tually lifetime support for original spare parts 

and components. On request, we can arrange 

assistance on worldwide sites.

YTA/P
V (m³/h) = 180÷4.800
Pt (kg/m²) = 240÷1.200

YHP.../P
V (m³/h) = 120÷28.500
Pt (kg/m²) = 190÷1.870

YHP.../N
V (m³/h) = 560÷242.200
Pt (kg/m²) = 112÷2.800

YHPR.../D
V (m³/h) = 600÷24.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 1230÷5.100

PRESALE DOCUMENTS

You can count on our documentation, techni-

cal data and datasheets. Feel free to ask for 

specific drawings and performance curves to 

evaluate in the best way the product.

PRESALE SUPPORT

Our WEG awarded technicians may help You 

with perfect motion control solutions, provi-

ding increased productivity and improvement 

in the quality of the process.

Valves and Shutters Outlet Joints Inlet Joints Silencers



Standard Axial Fans Advanced Airfoil Fans Ducted Axial Fans

Simple or Heavy Duty, Corrosion Resistant, Explosion-Proof too
High Efficiency Airfoil Blades Impellers. Advanced Geometries



IMPELLER

Customized impellers with many blades configu-

rations. Different thermoplastic polymers for the 

Blades: Fiberglass, reinforced Polyamide or Poly-

propylene blades and aluminium alloy.

HUB

The best connection for motion control. Alu-

minium silicium alloy die cast or Inox steel or 

Carbon steel  with balancing clips. Blades incli-

nation grade control system.

DUCT

Carbon steel or Inox steel duct. Simple, rein-

forced or heavy duty drum. Hinged or bolted 

Swing Out construction for easy maintenance.

Silencers, sound attenuators with ogive too.

Ducted Axial Fans
Our ducted axial fans are efficient and enable top performance in case of inline air flow, thanks to a 

complete collection of impeller models, suitable for every application.

An easy construction set for industrial standards and the most advanced and customized solutions to meet 

customer specific requirements, such as resistance, heavy and continuos duty in extreme environments.

YEVP
V (m³/h) = 1320÷8.500
Pt (kg/m²) = 4÷45 

YEVF
V (m³/h) = 1.320÷120.000

Pt (kg/m²) = 4÷100

YEVL
V (m³/h) = 1.320÷120.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 4÷100

YEVC
V (m³/h) = 2.300÷65.000
Pt (kg/m²) = 6÷75



Top Notch Structure Everlasting Materials Specific Finishing

Advanced Technology for Customized Fans & Blowers
Top Performance for Specific Applications. Your Tailored Solution



HIGH-GRADE MATERIALS

High-grade supply not only in carbon steel 

(S 235 JR), but also stainless steel, AISI 304, AISI 

316, COR-TEN or the most suitable material or 

alloy for the application.

       FINISHING

Not only custom paintings, but also a complete 

collection of treatments to prevent corrosion 

or degenerative processes, such as inhibitors 

or galvanic treatments against salts and acids.

         AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Inspection door, drainage system, special electric 

motor supports, vibration dampers, protection 

nets and textile joints. Flow regulators and shut-

ters. Detectors.

Custom Fans
Entirely designed and manufactured to fully satisfy customers’ application requirements. 



WEG Official Distributor and Service for Electric Motors and Drives
Standard on our Fans & Blowers, for You and Your Machinery too…

W22 Electric Motors IE2/IE3 W50 Low/High Voltage Motors Watt Drive Gear Boxes



WEG Electric Motors for Industrial Applications

WEG Special Purpose Electric Motors
A wide range of Industrial Electric Motors for virtually every application. Low maintenance request and 

extended lifetime are provided for every application.

WEG offers every kind of solution, from the simplest to the most complex applications for aggressive environ-

ments, high temperatures or scarcely ventilated places, also with motion control or assisted service brakes.

A design created to anticipate concepts on performance and energy saving.

WEG OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR

One of the greatest European WEG Distribu-

tors. WEG genuine W22 line Electric Motors re-

ady to delivery directly to You Worldwide. Up to 

355kW on the shelf!

OFFICIAL WEG SERVICE

Official WEG Service on Electric Motors, Explo-

sion-proof too, with expert technicians, directly 

trained at WEG’s. VSD advanced skills. Spare 

parts and Technical Laboratory.

 OUTSTANDING SUPPORT

Our WEG awarded expert technicians and sales 

team are available to provide You with right an-

swers as soon as possible. You will never be alone 

on decision matters.

Water Cooled Motors Roller Table Motors Mining MotorsODP Motors 



W22X Premium Efficiency IE3W22X High Efficiency IE2 W22Xd Medium High Voltage

Explosion-Proof Electric Motors. W22X High efficiency up to 330kW
An Evolution on the Market of Classified Area Products



W22X Explosion-Proof Electric Motors
The W22X Explosion-Proof Electric Motors line stands for modernity in driving equipment to be employed in 

explosive atmospheres. 

As a result of research and development, this line offers high efficiency levels, energy saving, low operational 

costs, extended lifetime, low maintenance and assured safety.

Hazardous Areas Motors Ex d, Ex de, Ex nA, Low, Medium and High Voltage.

Suitable for potentially explosive atmospheres, classified as Zone 1 and 2, gas group IIA, IIB, IIC

BFG range, BFGC range, W22XB / BFG8 range, W22XC / BFGC8 range, W22XM / BFGM8 range, BFN range.

Official WEG Service ATEX

W22X HIGH EFFICIENCY IE2

W22X is an evolution on the market of classified 

area products. High efficiency up to 330kW. Sui-

table in potentially explosive atmospheres clas-

sified as Zone 1 and 2, gas group IIA, IIB, IIC.

W22X PREMIUM EFFICIENCY IE3

A concrete answer to the demand of Premium-

efficiency for hazardous area products. Pre-

mium efficiency levels not only for standard 

motors, but also for Explosion-Proof ones.

W22XD MEDIUM, HIGH VOLTAGE

Designed to operate in both Zones 1 and 2, 

Groups IIA and IIB. Also available for gas group 

IIC in both Zones 1 and 2, Dusty environments 

and Underground Coal Mines.



Permanent Magnets SolutionsCFW-11 System Drive CFW100 Mini Drive

Automation Drives and Control: Frequency Inverters (VSD)
High Technology, Modern Design and a Great Number of Available Features



WEG INVERTERS

Frequency Inverters to control 3Phase Electric 

Motors in industrial applications with modern 

design, high compactness, a great number of 

available features.

MOTION CONTROL

High-software optimization and easy set up 

through an easy to use Man-Machine Inter-

face. Performance is excellent, providing the 

total control of the electric motor.

WEG Inverters and Automation

Software optimization and an easy set up through a simple Man-Machine Interface enable excellent perfor-

mances, with increased productivity and improvement in the quality of the process.

CFW-11

Excellent in normal/heavy duty loads.

CFW700

For general purpose applications.

CFW 100

Many application at Your fingertips. 

CFW500

Reliability, modularity and ease of use. 

WEG Variable Speed Drives

PRESALE SUPPORT

Our WEG awarded technicians may help You 

with perfect motion control solutions, provi-

ding increased productivity and improvement 

in the quality of the process.

WEG Frequency Inverter is state-of-art Technology in motion control with a modern design, high compact-

ness, a great number of available features, easy to install.

Our well trained and experienced technicians will help You with inquiries and will provide You with all the 

necessary information.



Move Your Application Forward with Our Answers
Explore our Solutions for Your World. Reliability, High Efficiency, Long Lifetime





Inside Stiavelli, always ready to delivery
Here is an Example of What our Facilities and Service are



Inside Stiavelli

After the complete manufacturing and assembly, a specific running test and vibration control determine 

the quality of the final product. 

A perfect packaging solution ensures that the product will reach the final destination worldwide in perfect 

conditions.

       WORLDWIDE SHIPMENTS

Every day we reply to requests from worldwi-

de. Exclusive agreements with major express 

couriers for a fast service and the best fees.

       LIFETIME SUPPORT

Ask for our support for original spare parts 

and components. On request, we can arrange 

Assistence Service on worldwide sites.

      CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

We focus on His satisfaction, to offer the best 

products and service. This is one of the most 

important features that distinguishes us.

Our Warehouse guarantees ready components for Just-in-time production cycle and spare parts. It is the 

right solution to reduce delivery times and production costs.

Only the most competent and professional suppliers provide us with the best raw materials and the 

outsourcing production processes. Specific certified procedures ensure the correct assembly work. Expe-

rienced and well trained operators follow the entire cycle.



Stiavelli Store, the European WEBStore for WEG Electric Motors
Wholesale Distribution. What You See is What You Get



Stiavelli Store

Feel free to contact our Direct Line Service. Our team will provide You with right answers on Your new mo-

tors and available accessories. Our Certified WEG Official Service Laboratory will install required options.

We are ready to deliver Your electric motors on the same day of the order! Try the exclusive Stiavelli Service, 

You will be delighted! 

       READY TO DELIVERY

Genuine WEG W22 Line Electric Motors IE2, 

IE3, IE4 on the shelf, Ready for You. No more 

waste of time or Production Stop!

       WORLDWIDE SHIPMENTS

Every day we reply to requests from worldwide. Ex-

clusive agreements with major express couriers for 

the fastest service and the best fees.

       TRUSTED PAYMENTS

You can choose a simple Bank Money Tran-

sfer on our account or a fast Credit Card pay-

ment with PayPal.

Direct Line Service: +39 055 898.448

E-mail us: motori@stiavelli.com

Stiavelli Store, the European WEBStore for WEG Electric Motors, is a Direct Sale Channel Service. A wholesale 

distribuition service where You can find the right WEG electric motor for Your industrial application.

Explore our photo gallery and get more information on our exclusive updated library  with WEG Official 

Documentation: data sheets, drawing and output curves available.



Keep in Mind Trade Fairs and Events Planning
Meet Us at the Most Important Trade Shows Worldwide



ERP 2015 READY

Compliance with Directive 2009/125/EC for the 

setting of Ecodesign Requirements for Energy 

Related Products. Efficiency data always availa-

ble on our documents.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MOTORS

WEG Motors meet IE2 and IE3 standards in accor-

dance with 640/2009/CE. A Super Premium Effi-

ciency, IE4, to comply with other countries efficien-

cy standards.

ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

We grew up with the idea of safeguarding the en-

vironment. Just think about the first applications of 

our fans to filtering and processing of substances 

emitted into the atmosphere.

Energy Efficiency for Industrial Fans
We work in a responsible and sustainable way, by evaluating new solutions to contribute to global efforts to 

defend the environment, reducing the quantity of CO2 released into the atmosphere.

Therefore, our research and development projects are focused on environmentally friendly solutions. Re-

specting our planet and optimizing resources is essential for us. 

We have pursued the goal of ERP compliant fans and blowers, powered by High efficiency IE2, IE3, IE4 WEG 

Electric Motors and we suggest  that customer adopts Variable Speed Drives.

We help our customers with optimal technical solutions after a careful assessment of the efficiency curves, 

the electrical absorption and the product life cycle.



Stiavelli Irio s.r.l.

Headquarters:
Via Pantano 

50013 Capalle
Campi Bisenzio (FI)

Italy

Tel. +39 055 898.448
Fax +39 055 898.477

info@stiavelli.com

www.stiavelli.com


